Modular Boiler Systems - Built In Redundancy

When: February 25, 2022
Time: 12:00-1:00pm
Where: The K Company Training Center
Compass Plaza
2272 South Arlington Rd
Akron, Ohio 44319
Directions to Room: Enter second driveway heading south. The training room is at the end of the building on the left hand side.

Email Your Reservation To: mmottice@sbmce.com
By End Of The Day Wednesday February 22, 2022

Fill Out An ASHRAE Membership Form And Attend For Free!

Cost: $15 ASHRAE Members
$20 Non-members
Lunch is included.

Pay at meeting with Cash, Check, or Credit Card
OR
Click Below to Pay Now

ASHRAE Member
Non-Member

Description: This presentation will cover the benefits of the modular systems and the built in redundancy in the systems. In the industry, engineers are constantly looking to design the systems which provides its end users the best value for their buck. This presentation will cover the traditionally designed boiler systems and their current usage in the market. Then, these systems will be compared to the modular boiler systems and will analyze how these systems can be more energy efficient than the traditional designs. In addition, these systems are much easier to install and maintain in comparison to the traditional large systems. Due to the primary-secondary piping installation, it is easier to replace/retrofit these systems without affecting the system configurations.

Presented by:
Shaz
Bosch Thermotechnology

He believes in Lean methodology; thus, he conducts and present training in a manner which will cater to its intended audience. In April 2018, he joined the Bosch Thermotechnology’s commercial division where he is helping to develop the commercial program along with the training program. As of November, 2018, he has assumed the role of Engineering Applications and Training Manager for the commercial division.